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ABSTACT: An NOT, study on the use of DOD form il'i, as required by DOD
Instruction 3200.8, indicates that: (a) 26.3 percent of DOD activities
and their contractors are not using it; (b) the descriptive cataloging
when included on DOD form 1473 was judged to be of poor quality in 5.4
pc-cent of' all DOD reports; (c) when DOD form 1473 was included in DOD
reports, 12.9 percent were Judged to be of either poor quality in the
subject cataloging (assignment *:f key words), or provided no key words
at all. Positive steps should be taken by DOD to obtain compliance in
the use of DOD form 1473. Application of DOD form 1473 to NASA and AEC
reports should be negotiated by DOD, in order to realize the full potential
of a significant cost saving in technical library operations.
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The management of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silve' Sprin_
Maryland is vitally interested in its technical library operation, ite costs,
and the important part it plays in providing technical reports to its scien-
tific and engineering personnel. Keeping costs at a reasonable level and at
the same time fulfilling the technical information mission requires a constant
examination of all factors that contribute to cost. Where duplication and
unnecessary costs exist, positive steps are necessary to eradicate them.
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DOD INStRUCTION 3200.8 - FIVE YEARS LATER - WHAT RESULTS?

1. On 3 Auo.ist 1961, NOLTR 61-102 "A Plan to Reduce Costs of Technical Library
Operations in the Defense Department" was issued. This plan was also published
in the onen Jiterature in the journal, "American Documentation" July 1962,
p. 295-3c(2. This plan outlined steps that should be taken to realize significant
-ost, savings. On 18 February 196h, DOD issued DOD Instruction 3200.8 which
IflpErrented mcst of the ideas set f:rth in NOLTR 61-102. Five years after DOD
Instruction 3200.9 has been in operation, what results have been achieved?

2. Thls report deals with the effectiveness of DOD Instruction 3200.8 and its
DOD For 3Form i4373 is included in each DOD-controlled technical
report antd if they are properly executed in the descriptive cataloging and
subject cataloging (assignment of key words or descriptors), th ,. there would
'-e an effective library cost reduction for eacv recipient of technical reports.
NOLTR 61-102 pointed out that this is a subst..,uial sum of money.

3. In order to determine whether or not DOD had achieved the potential in cost
saving through DOD Instruction 3200.8, a sample of 507 reports received by NOL
from outside source during the period of 30 December 1968 to 16 January 1969 was
examined. On the average, the Laboratory now receives 13,400 technical reports
per year. From the sample of 507 reports received, the following factors are
covered:

a. Identification of sources, with quintity from each.

b. Identification of sources required to use the DOD Form 1473 by DOD
Instruction 3200.8, their compliance and non-compliance with quantities from
each.

c. Sources required to use DOD Form 1473 and complying were judged on
quality in descriptive cataloging.

d. Sources required to use DOD From 1473 and complying were judged on
qunlity in subject cataloging (assignment of key words).
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4. Out of a sample of 507 reports received during the period 30 13 .ember 1968
to 16 January 1969, what were the sources of the reports?

Sources Quantity Percentage

Navy 87 17.2
Navy contractors 115 22.7

39.9

Army 29 5.7
Army contractors 48 9.6

15. 3

Air Force 15 2.9
Air Force contractors 99 19.5

DASA contractors 8 1.6 1.6

ARPA 2 0.3 0.3

DIA 4 0.8 0.8

80.3

NASA 25 1 .9

KASA contractors 22 4.3
9.2

AEC contractors 26 ).1 5.1

Private Industry 4 0.8 0.8
(non-govt. contr.)

Foreign Countries 13 2.7 2.7

NSF contractor 2 0.3 0.3

CIA 8 1.6 1.6

19.7

Totals 507 100%

By comparing the above data with the date presented in NOLTE 61-102, it will
be seen that the sources of reports sending technical reports to NOL is essen-
tially the same in 1968 as it was in 1961. This fact is probably true for every

other DOD component that has a technical report inforrat4on storage and retrieval

operation.
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5. Oa±t of the 507 reports received, a total of 407 were required by DOD
Directive 3200.8 dated 18 February 1964 to use DOD Form 1473. How many used
DOD Form 1473?

Used Did not use % not using
DOD Form .473 DOD Form 1473 DOD Form 1473

Navy 2 5 51.8

Navy contractors 72 43 17
Army 28 1 3."

Army cnrtractors 44 4 8.3

Air Force 13 2 13.3

Air Force contractors 80 19 19.2

DASA contractors 7 1 14.2

ARPA 2 0 0

DIA 0 4 iOO%

Totals 288 119 29.2*

On the assumption that this is a random sample for the overall population
of technical reports, it can be stated at the 90% confidence level that at
least the following percentage of technical reports are not including DOD
Form 1473.

Navy 44.0

Nay, contractors 31.0

Army 0.36

Army contractors 3.7

Air Force 3.6

Air Force contractors 14.0

DASA contractors 1.3

ARPA 0

Dt A 56.o

Overall 26.3%
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6. Of the 288 reports using the DOD Form 1473, the quality of the descriptive
cataloging was judged as:

a. Good - could be used without additional descriptive cataloging
work and put directly into our information retrieval system
(ieans that a typical GS-3 or -h library technician can
literally use the information mn the form).

b. Poor - required necessary descriptive cataloging work (to locate
additional information within the report or misplaced on the
1473 forA) for putting information into our retrieval system.

% that
Good Poor are poor

Navy 38 4 9.5

Navy contractors 67 5 6.9

Army 28 0 0

Army contractors 39 5 11.4

Air Force 13 0 0

Air Force contractors 75 5 6.3

DASA contractors 5 2 28.5

ARPA 2 0 0

Totals 267 21 7.5%

On the assumption that this is a random :ample for the overall population

of *-chnical reports, it czn be stated at the 90% confidence level that at
le~at the follrcning percentage of technical reports containing 1473 forms
will have descriptive cataloging that is judged to be poor.

Navy 4.2%

Navy contractors 3.4%

Army 0

Army contractors 5.6%

Air Force 0

Air Force contractors 3.1%

DASA contractors 7.9%

ARPA 0%

Overall 5.4%
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Of" the 288 reports using the DOD Form 1473, the quality of the subject
catalo4ing (assi nment of key words or descriptors) was judged as:

a. Good - coul A be used without additional subject catalo:ging work and
put directly into our Information retrieval syster.

b. Poor - required necessary subject cataloging work (to locate additional
information within the report)for our information retrieval
system.

c. Nothing - no subject cataloging at all.

that are
Good Poor Nothing poor plus

nothinq

Navy 35 5 2 1 ,"

Navy contractors 62 4 11.q

Army 24 4 0 V4.3

Army contractors 34 3 7 22.7

Air Force 9 -1 0 44.5

Air Force contractors 73 7 0 7

DASA contractors 4 1 2 75.0

ARPA 2 0 0 0

Totals 24 3 30  15

On the assumption that this is a random sample for the overall population
of technical reports, it can ve stated at the 90% confidence level that at
least the follorwin percentage of technical reports containing 1473 forms
will have subject catalo-rin- (assi-ment of key words) that is Judged poor

or no subject cataloging at all.

Navy 9.5%

Navy contrac ors 8.8%

Army contr3ctors 14.

Air Force 14.2*

Air Force contractors 1.9%

DASA contractors 32.04

APPA 0%

Overall 12.9%
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8. The data produced from this study shoews that DOD has -ealized only a portion
of the potential in reducing costs that are duplicated and w"tsteful. This is
interesting in view of the following points:

a. In August 1961, NOLT 61-102 called att ion to the wasteful duplication
and unnecessary costs and outlined a genera] plan as well a' specific steps that
should be taken to reduce costs.

b. In February 1964 DOD issued DOD Instruction 3200.8 which specifically
covers the general plan and most of the points outlined in NOLTR 61-102.

c. In October 1966 the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information
Federal Council For Science and Technology issued a "Standard For Descriptive
Cataloging of Government Scientific and Technical Reports." (AD 041002).

d. In November 1966 Military Specification "Research and Engineering Report"
MIL-R-18136D(AS) which superseded MIL-R-l8l3oC(WP) of 1 December 1965 was issued
covering requirements for Form 1473 in contrr:tors' reports.

e. In 19u8 the DOD in joint operation with the Engineers Joint Council
issued "Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms." This document should
be of material aid in assigning key words. (AD u72000).

f. In March 1998 DDC issued a document "Abstracting Scientific and Technical
Reports of Defense-Sponsored RIYV&E." (AD _1j7000).

The above items provide any organization that originates reports with the
necessary tools to complete a quality form 14,3 and materially reduce library
costs to recipients of the originator's report.

. Conclusions:

1. The outside sources sending technical reports of interest to NOL remain
essentially the same as that reported in NOLTE l-i02. This is probably true fCr
all DOD components that maintain technical report collections.

2. While DOD Instruction 3200.8 is mandatory on DOD activities and their
contractors, at least 2o.3 of their reports fail to include the DOD Form 1473.
After five years the question should te asked, why isn't there 100 compliance
with a mandatory requirement? What steps should be taken to obtain compliance?

The poorest performer of the major DOD activities wns Navy and its contractors.

3. While it is recognized that the descriptive cataloging porticn of the
Form 1473 is relativel,' easy to do, the overall quality performance shzyws that
for at least in 5.44 of the reports containing Form 1473, the quality was judged
as poor. Subject cataloging (the assigrnent of key words) is a more difficult
task. For those reports containing a Form 14T3, the overall quality performance
shows that at least 12.04 of the reports had either nothing or quality judged as
poor and requiring additional work. It should te obvious that for every report
that does not contain a completed, quality Form 1473, each recipient of that report
must do cataloging work that is essentially duplicated by every other recipe..t of
the ss report. After five years DOD still hs a long way to go to realize the
potential of cost reduction that is available if 1iO% compliance with DOD Instruc-
tion 3200.8 and propex-ly executed forms are included in each report published by
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activities controlled by the instruction. What is still not apparent f, many is
the wasted effort that is the result of unnecessary duplication of ifort pointed
out in NOLT ti-102. Otherwise, DOD or the headquarters o to malor activities
would have taken steps to realize the ea,,ings. "hTe fcllowing taile presents a
summary of the data for the three areas examined.

Summary of Deficiencies
(at 90% Confidence Level)

Per cent not Per cent Poor Per cent Poor
Using Descriptive Suciect Cataloging

Activity DOD Form 173 Catalowing or none at all

Navy .. 0 .2 C.
Navy Contractors 31.0 3.--
Ary 0. 3' 0.-.
Ariri Contractors . .' l.,?
Air Force 3.o 0.0 1,..2
Air Force Contractors I-,.0 3.1 ,4
DASA Contractors 1.3 7.0 32.0
ARPA 0 0 0
DIA 5,-.0 0 0

OVFTA LL 2t.3 K- 12.,

f.0ince DOD Instruction 3200.f a!so made provision an an optional &asis for
addin- "role indicators", it is i'rerest n., to note that only on- report in O
exercised this ontion. Also since >.s involves consideraile work, almost liC 2
chose r.,* to do this considerar:le extra work. A serious question Is then raised
,'or its continuation as a provision in the DOD Instriction.

10. Fecon-endationa

1. , v iously, the first reconmendstion is for DOD to take steps to ottain
:rcmpLinnce w.th 'ts Instruction 3200.a. r" "r ost .. Pngare reAl7e":,le.
the m a or nctivity level of DD and lo: selfish rensc'ns (savini; money ind mnnpover).
these m' or activities should take imediste steps to insure co7p11 ,nce with a
qulity product.

2. As a sutstitute for ",.e optional 'r~le indicaior" requirements, it is
aglin sug.<esTed ns per the su~estion in .,Lt7 : 1-I2 *hat sut'.ect loing
ertries (key words or descriptors) te entered on the Form. l'"3 in descending order
of import~n -e. This is ensy, cheap. uncomplicated, 9nd of rLAterIsl ',lue tj [he

limry e oersonnel inxoled in t e hnicl :nfomi tton storge and retrie.s.

3. There is still a relatiiely larize numzer of reports .a enerted ' Y go-.ern-
ment igencirs not controlled by DOD, ,ut which is6,.,- rep rts of value atnd Are used

?y _X-D act ,,t: % . DOD should lake steps to work o ut agreements ui*h both N.ASA
Fnd AFC (a total o. ,. of all reports received in this tample) to cause them
to include Form 1.73 in their reports. The snvings to D.D Activitleo receivin;.
NASA and t.YC reports would '-e substantial.
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Special Note

ODDR&E requested the authors to add the following statement to this report:

"Add statement that the experience of Defense Documentation Center

where 45,914 technical reports received in calendar 1968, 93%
included DD Form 1473."

Since no additional information was available or published reports offered
as to the sources o, DDC documents or on the completeness or quality of the infor-
mation on the DD Form 1473, the authors can make no evaluation or comparison
with author's study as to how much library work (because of DD Form 1473
deficiencies) was necessary to put the reports into a library system operated
by each activity that received copies of these same reports.

i9
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ABSTRACT: An NOL study on the use of DOD form 1473, as required by DOD Instruction
3200.8, indicates that: (a) 26.3 percent of DOD activities and their contractors
are not using it; (b) the descriptive cataloging when included on DOD form 1473
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form 1473 uas included in DOD reports, 12.9 percent were judged to be of either poor
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words at all. Positive steps should be taken by DOD to obtain compliance in the
use of DOD form 1473. Application of DOD form 1473 to NASA and AEC reports should
be negotiated by DOD, in order to realize the full potential of a sigmificant cost
saving in technical library ope.ations.
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